Effects of aging and of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease on RR interval variability.
Clinical and experimental investigations suggest that spectral analysis of RR interval variability might be employed to assess changes in autonomic regulation of the SA node occurring in various chronic, cardiac or respiratory conditions. We studied three groups of subjects: young healthy, older healthy, and old patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), considering RR interval and breathing, i.e. tidal volume, variability in the frequency domain (AR algorithms), in order to obtain markers of the sympathetic and vagal modulation of the SA node [by way, respectively, of the low (LF) and high frequency (HF) spectral components]. The gain of the relationship between tidal volume and heart period variation (index beta) was also examined. COPD patients demonstrated a reduced resting RR variance with maintained spectral power distribution; upon tilting they did not manifest the usual increase of LF (and attendant decrease of HF) component. Additionally, we observed that the index beta at rest was significantly reduced in older as opposed to younger subjects. This index was also reduced by tilt, in both groups. In patients the index beta was reduced as compared to the group of similar age and younger subjects, and did not diminish further with tilt. This study indicates that in patients with COPD, sympathetic excitatory modulation of the SA node is depressed. Furthermore, the index beta, which provides an assessment of the gain of respiratory modulation of RR interval variability is significantly reduced in patients, as compared to healthy subjects of similar age. These abnormalities of autonomic control, may represent a functional correlation of the hyperinflated state present in this clinical condition which can be assessed non-invasively with spectral analysis of RR interval and respiration.